Spring Birds 2 Ways
This versatile design is fast and fun to
create in stained glass or fused.

Stained Glass Materials:
 Copper Wire 16 ga #452216
 Youghiogheny English Garden
Stained Glass Pack #S5812
 1/4” Silver Lined Copper Foil
#425682
 Nickel Jack Chain #5475
 Wire wrapping tools
 Basic stained glass tools
Fused Glass Materials:
 English Garden Glass Pack - 96 COE
#X5812
 Clear - 96 COE #X100
 Wire wrapping tools
 Copper Wire 16 ga #452216
 Nickel Jack Chain #5475
 Basic fusing supplies
Instructions:
1. Cut a pattern template to trace onto glass. Delphi Tip: Use the paper border as a
window to help select the glass you would like to feature as your bird.
2. Trace template onto glass and cut. Grind if needed.
3. Bend copper wire to fit wire templates below or create your own overlay
designs.

Stained Glass:
4. Foil the edges of glass pieces and burnish.
5. Tin wire details if desired. Allow to cool.
6. Solder birds (front and back) then tack solder the
wire overlay at each point it touches the outside
border of the bird.
7. Clean, apply patina if desired then hang.

Fused Glass:
1. Trace bird template on clear fusible glass (1
time for each color glass bird you have cut)
and cut. Grind if needed.
2. Clean glass pieces.
3. Place wire in between base glass and clear
glass layers on a prepared kiln shelf.
4. Fire to a full fuse. See suggested schedule
below.

Note: Fire scale will form on copper wire during firing and will flake off
in the kiln. Do not worry this in normal and will not affect your kiln.
5. Once cool, use a scouring pad, patina buddy or wire brush to remove
fire scale from exposed wire.
6. Hang and enjoy.

Bird
Templates
For Glass
Cutting

Wire Templates

Use to create your
own wire temples.

